Concrete structure before making level

1.Clean the garbage and check if the

The concrete's surface is usually not straight
and equally wide after pouring. The sides of
the gap should be mended to be equally wide
and straight and has smooth surface.

gap is equally wide and straight.

2.Make level
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4.Install the fire barrier. Then Snap the
ink line on the screed coat to confirm
the sidelines of the aluminum base.

5.Install the water barrier. The side line
of water barrier can't cover the ink line
snapped.(Brush the special glue on the
surface of the screed coat and the lower
surface of the water barrier. After the
glue is almost air drying, put the water
barrier on the screed coat.)
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7.Nail the scree to make sure the base
in on a straight line. Or when the
centering bar bolt is screwed down, the
aluminum plate must be mismatched.

8. Make the Decorative level to make
sure it has the same elevation with the
aluminum base. And fill with sealant to
make sure the aluminum base and
decorative level to connect tightly and
won't leak.
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9.Install the centering bar and lean it as
Extruded Aluminum Plate

Screed coat of cement
mortar with high strength

Concrete structure

6.Install the aluminum base.

Decorative level

The elevation of the screed coat's top = decretive level - height of
aluminum base - thickness of water barrier, and the width of the
screed coat is more than 150mm.

Expansion Joint

3.Make level with high strength of

cement mortar. The width is more than
150mm.
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Plan view

to the screw hole of the aluminum
palte,confirm the location of the
centering bar screw. Sign on the
decorative level , place the centering
bar as the sign and place the plate. Fix
the screw from one side to another side.

10. Tighten the screw arbor on the
plate. Installation finish.
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